
The Power of Integrated Field Inventory® 

Empower teams and enable cross-functional collaboration with uninterrupted 
oversight of people, processes, and assets in the field. From the back office to the 

field and all the steps in between, increase visibility, reduce carrying costs, accelerate 
inventory turns, and improve productivity. 

 

Configurable Technology: With Field Inventory, your 
organization gains the flexibility to build new applications 
or modify modules, workflows, and business logic to align 
with your evolving processes. This allows you to compose 
solutions that support changing requirements without the 
need for extensive and expensive custom development. 

 Mobile Enterprise Platform: Equipping your teams with a library of 
 mobile-first applications to manage project materials, inventory, and 
 high-value assets from any device, whether online or offline. 
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ACCESS REAL-TIME INFORMATION FROM ANYWHERE, 
CONNECTED OR NOT

Manage and track inventory on the go and in real time. Field 
operations teams can ensure they have the right tools and 
inventory to complete a job, minimizing carrying costs and 
reducing the risk of stockouts. They can also capture data 
from anywhere, on any device, at the point of activity. 
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BOOST EFFICIENCY AND INCREASE INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION

Automate inbound, outbound, and storage processes so you 
can focus on managing exceptional cases along the way. With 
continuous visibility and control over inventory movements, 
warehouse teams spend less time tracking down information 
and correcting administrative errors.

 
 
 

With Field Inventory, your business can gain unprecedented 
agility and control to evolve your inventory processes and 
transform your end-to-end supply chain into a truly integrated 
value chain.

 Seamless Integration with Current Systems: Gone are the days of 
 paper shuffling causing information delays, or employing multiple 
 disjointed systems to complete and track tasks. Create a unified 
 ecosystem with one or many ERPs, providing the back office a unified 
 and streamlined inventory management experience. 
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ACCELERATE CASH CONVERSION WITH DATA-BACKED 
DECISION MAKING

Arm finance, operations, and executive teams with a single 
source of truth for all your inventory data. Custom dashboards 
give users real-time visibility into job profitability, inventory 
consumption, asset utilization, job status, and so much more. 
When the back office can see big-picture trends from the 
warehouse, on the production line, or out in the field, that data 
analysis helps them make smarter, faster business decisions. 
They can also boost speed to cash by identifying and eliminating 
inefficiencies throughout the supply chain.  

Artificial Intelligence: Inventory levels can be 
automatically adjusted and refined based on historical 
trends and pre-set rules. 

Traceability: Real-time visibility allows businesses to 
track the movement of inventory items throughout the 
supply chain. 

High-Res Data: Leverage mobile solutions to capture 
and analyze the extra information and job specific data 
inputs you care about. 
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BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS AND 
DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS ACTIVITIES

Eliminate paper and Excel-based processes, which are 
not only inefficient but also prone to error. Connecting 
the entire business with cloud-based inventory management 
applications and up-to-date visibility allows field crews to 
optimize scheduling, enhance resource utilization, and bill 
in real time.   
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Increase customer loyalty and encourage repeat business. 
Removing silos between the field and the back office not only 
benefits the members of those teams, but it also makes it easier 
for end customers to do business with you by increasing the 
number of projects done on time and in full, and helping your 
business move faster.   

 
 
 


